XML tree pattern query, also known as Twig query, is the core operation in XML query processing. In the research of the Twig query algorithm, TreeMatch is considered to be one of the best algorithms because it reduces the generation of intermediate results. However, in the core operation getNext of the TreeMatch algorithm, there are many calculations that depend only on Twig mode. This redundant duplicate calculation affects the performance of the TreeMatch algorithm when there are many getNext calls. In order to further improve the algorithm, this paper proposes a Twig query optimization method based on partial evaluation and hot-trace compilation. This method takes Twig mode as an invariant to perform partial evaluation and translates query requests into a Twig query machine instruction sequence. The duplication calculation of the Twig pattern during the query process is avoided, and the process of interpretation of the instruction sequence of the query machine is optimized by using the hot trace compilation technique. The comparison experiment shows that the optimization method based on partial evaluation and hot-trace compilation can increase the efficiency of twig query by 20% to 60%.
Introduction
With the rapid development of computer network technology, the release and acquisition of all kinds of information are already realized through the Internet. In order to fully and effectively represent the rich data on the network, the World Wide Web organization proposes XML as a format of information sharing. With its cross-platform and extensible features, XML has been widely used and has become the de facto standard for data description and exchange on the Internet. Therefore, efficient XML data query and processing becomes the necessary requirement of using XML. In order to standardize XML data query and processing, W3C organization has proposed XQuery language as the standard XML data query language. The core operation in XQuery is tree pattern matching, also known as Twig query. Therefore, the efficient Twig query algorithm becomes a hot topic of research. There are many algorithms proposed to improve query efficiency, such as TwigStack [1] , TwigList [2] , and TreeMatch [3] . The TreeMatch algorithm is considered to be one of the best Twig query algorithms because it greatly reduces the generation of intermediate results.
Partial evaluation [4] technology is a general program optimization technique, whose basic principle is to divide the input data into two parts. The relatively invariant part is called static input, and the rest is called dynamic input. According to the static input part, the source program can usually be translated into a more efficient intermediate program, and then according to the dynamic input part, the intermediate program is executed to obtain the final result. The so-called partial evaluation is the process of translating source program into intermediate program. It can be completed in advance, and static input related to the calculation in many cases can avoid subsequent duplication of calculation to achieve the purpose of program optimization.
In the TreeMatch algorithm, there are two input parameters: Twig query and XML document. Given a query, the Twig pattern is relatively unchanged and the XML document is changed, so the Twig pattern can be considered static input and the XML document can be viewed as dynamic input. By analyzing the TreeMatch algorithm, it is found that the core module getNext contains many computations which depend only on the twig pattern. There is a possibility of using partial evaluation techniques to optimize. In this paper, we propose a novel optimization method based partial evaluation. The getNext program is translated into a more efficient intermediate program. A Twig query machine is developed, and the instruction sequence of the query machine is used as the representation of the intermediate language. However, the Twig query machine instruction still uses the interpretation execution mode. This paper adopts hot-trace compilation technology to compile and optimize it. The so-called hot trace compilation [5] translates frequently executed program fragments (instruction sequences) into target code (Java bytecode) to compile and execute instead of interpretive execution in order to improve the execution efficiency of frequently executed program fragments and avoid the overhead of compiling without frequent program execution.
Our contributions are as follows:
(1) A TreeMatch algorithm optimization scheme based on partial evaluation and hot trace compilation is proposed. For the first time, partial evaluation techniques and hot trace compilation techniques are applied to XML queries.
(2)A Twig query machine and its instruction system are designed to support the TreeMatch query, and the execution engine of the Twig query machine is implemented to support the instruction sequence interpretation execution and compilation execution. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the motivation. Section 3 and section 4 introduce partial evaluation and the hot-trace compilation optimization method. Other sections introduce the related works, experiments, and conclusion.
Motivation
This section analyzes the working principle of the TreeMatch algorithm, finds the relative invariants required for partial evaluation, and determines the range of related calculations. In the TreeMatch algorithm, the input XML data is organized in the form of XML label streams. Each leaf node in the Tree pattern is associated with a label stream composed of elements with the same tag-name in document order, and there is a pointer that points to the current processing element in its corresponding label stream. A given Twig pattern node L is associated with a label stream TL, a branch node B in the Tree pattern is associated with a candidate set SB, and every element in the set is a triple <elem, bits, list>. The elem is an element of B, the bits is a Boolean array used to record all child elements or descendant elements that have been matched, and the list stores elements that may contribute to the final query results. The root node of the Tree pattern also has a candidate set, in which the list stores the final results.
The TreeMatch algorithm flow, shown in Figure 1 (a), is a loop structure. When all elements in label streams are traversed, it ends the loop process. In the loop process, if the label stream corresponding to a leaf node (also called the nextnode) is shifted by the getNext, the current element pointer is moved to the next element. In the execution process of the TreeMatch algorithm, the getNext will be called repeatedly to calculate the next-node, and the repeated number directly depends on the number of elements in all label streams. Therefore, the core operation getNext is directly related to the overall algorithm's execution efficiency.
The getNext algorithm flow, shown in Figure 1(b) , mainly consists of three cycles: the first returns a leaf node or a nextnode of a branch node, which has an empty candidate set, and it matches the rightmost element emax (the maximum element); the second checks whether each branch node and emax have common ancestors (tags names are same). If they have a common ancestor, the program continues to execute; if not, the next-node corresponding to the branch node is returned. The last cycle calculates the leftmost node Fmin and all ancestor elements of the corresponding branch, and then it updates the candidate set of the ancestors of emax.
In Figure 1(b) , it is not hard to find that there are many repeated calculations in this algorithm. For example, the algorithm will judge whether the current node is a branch node or a leaf node and find all descendant nodes of the branch node repeatedly. These calculations do not need to be repeated in each call of the getNext, and their results can work when first calling getNext only according to the Twig pattern itself. When the XML document is very large, the number of getNext calls will be high, which will inevitably affect the overall efficiency of the TreeMatch algorithm. In each TreeMatch query processing, the Twig pattern will not be changed, so it can actually be seen as the static input. The related repeated computations mentioned above can be finished in advance, which meets the application requirements of partial evaluation. Using partial evaluation to optimize the getNext will generate an intermediate program, which does not need to be a common language program. It is enough to use a sequence of query instructions to represent the intermediate program, in which the recursive calls in getNext will be unfolded because these recursive calls only depend on the number of branch nodes. Thus, there must be a design query instruction set to implement the corresponding Twig query machine.
After the partial evaluation process, the instruction sequence can be executed by the interpretation method. The interpretation method is not very efficient, but the compiling time of the dynamically generated instruction sequence is also very large. Therefore, in this paper, we use a so-called hot-trace compilation method to help increase the efficiency of instruction sequence execution.
Partial Evaluation Process
The principle of partial evaluation is to convert the original program into a more efficient intermediate program based on static input data and then obtain the final result according to the dynamic input data. In this paper, the original program is the getNext program, the static input data is the Twig pattern, and the dynamic input data is the XML document. Our partial evaluator is designed to translate the getNext into instruction sequences against the Twig pattern.
Twig Query Machine
In order to execute partial evaluation for the getNext program, this paper proposes a special Twig query machine for TreeMatch. Firstly, according to the semantics of the getNext, we design six special instructions for the Twig query machine: CA, EMPTY, MAX, MB, MIN, and UPDATE. Their relationships corresponding to the semantics of the getNext are shown in Figure 1 (b). We also design eight basic instructions. The meanings of each of the instructions are shown in Table 1 .
In Twig pattern matching, the dynamic changed information in the Twig query machine is the current node N, emax, and Fmin. As shown in Figure 1 (b), the Twig query machine needs to maintain the next-node corresponding to each branch so that it is possible to return a next-node of one branch when the certain branch does not meet the query conditions. The data model of the Twig query machine consists of an operand stack and a context environment. The heterogeneous operand stack stores the dynamic changed information in the Twig query machine: N, emax, and Fmin. When processing any node in the matching process, the top three elements of the stack are N, emax, and Fmin. When a node is processed, the top of the operand stack is the next-node of the node's branch. The context environment uses a key/value pair structure to maintain each branch and its corresponding next-node. 
Translation Algorithm for Query Machine Instructions
The core operation getNext as the original program in the partial evaluation will be translated into an intermediate program (instruction sequences of Twig query machine) by the partial evaluator. The translation algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The input of this algorithm is a Twig pattern, and the output is an instruction sequence of query machine. In the translation process, the first two cycles about emax and Fmin in the getNext are merged to complete some calculations dependent only on N in advance, such as judging whether a node is a leaf node or branch node and unfolding recursive calls to generate a more efficient intermediate program. Figure 2 (a), the generated instruction sequence is shown in Table 2 . This sequence does no longer contain the redundant calculations and recursive calls. Therefore, in the matching process, it can simply execute the instruction sequence and does not need to call the getNext. 
Hot-Trace Compilation and Execution
The instruction execution of the Twig query machine adopts the hot-trace compilation technology to increase efficiency. The frequently executed instructions use the compilation execution, and the counterpart instructions use the interpretation execution. There are two problems to solve: one is how to identify the frequently executed instructions, called hot-trace detection, while the other is how to switch the environment between the interpretation executing and the compilation executing. In this paper, the Java bytecode is used as the target code for compilation.
Hot-Trace Detection

Basic Concepts
In this paper, the basic block [6] is made up by some instructions and marked by a label. A trace is a path that is made up of a sequence of basic blocks. The first block in a trace is called the anchor. A trace is called a hot-trace when it is executed many times over the given threshold. For example, for the instruction sequence shown in Table 2 , the corresponding basic block flow graph is shown in Figure 3 . All recursive calls in the getNext have already been unfolded by partial evaluator, so the basic block flow graph does not include loop structures. Each hot-trace is a basic block sequence beginning at "start" and ending at "end".
Detection Process
The overall process of the hot-trace detection is shown in Figure 4 . The trace detection process will be triggered when interpreting an instruction sequence. In the process of the instruction sequence interpretation execution, the executed basic block will be joined into the trace, until it is run again to the anchor to complete the record of this trace. When a trace is recognized completely, it is required to add one corresponding item in the trace table. In the trace table, there may be multiple traces starting with a same anchor. For example, for the Twig pattern and the query process of the XML document shown in Figure 2 , three traces are recognized with a same anchor "start":
T1={start,end_2,end_4,end_5,fl2_4,end_3,tl1_3,end} T2={start,end_2,end_4,end_5,tl2_4,el2_4,tl2_5,el2_5,end_3,fl1_3,el1_3,tl2_2,el2_2,tl2_3,el2_3,end}  T3={start,end_2,end_4,end_5,tl2_4,el2_4,tl2_5,el2_5,end_3,fl1_3,el1_3,tl2_2,el2_2,fl2_3 ,end} If all these traces have reached the threshold and become hot-traces, they will eventually be merged into one trace; if not, we only merge the traces that have reached the threshold to ensure that the program can run correctly and improve the execution efficiency of the program. For example, if the above T1, T2, and T3 all reach the threshold, we will merge them into the following trace: HotTrace={start,end_2,end_4,end_5,tl2_4,fl2_4,el2_4,tl2_5,el2_5,end_3,tl1_3,fl1_3,el1_3,tl2_2,el2_2,tl2_3,fl2_3,el2_  3,end} 
Environment Switching
The translated instructions are interpreted in our Twig query machine and implemented by Java. Thus, the hot-trace is a segment of the query machine instructions for getNext and should be compiled to Java bytecodes running in JVM. This means that a part of the instructions is interpreted by the Twig query machine, and the other part is run on JVM. It is important to prepare some necessary data for the compilation execution environment when switching from instructions interpreting execution to compiling execution. On the contrary, when the Java bytecodes compiled from a hot-trace runs to its end and the next basic block does not belong to the hot-trace, it is required to switch back to the interpretation executor in the Twig query machine. Similarly, to ensure the query machine instruction sequences run correctly in the interpretation executor, it is necessary to write the executed results of Java bytecodes in JVM back to the interpretation executor in the Twig query machine. In order to accomplish the above requirements, we design an environment switcher in the Twig query machine, which is responsible for switching the environment between the interpretation execution and the compilation execution.
Twig Query Machine Execution Engine
The whole hot-trace compilation execution framework is shown in Figure 5 . Its core part is the Twig query machine execution engine, which mainly consists of four parts.  Interpretation executor: it interprets and executes the Twig query machine instruction sequence generated by the partial evaluator, detects hot-traces in the instruction sequences, and then calls the bytecode translator to compile the hot-traces.  Bytecode translator: it is responsible for translating hot-traces.  Environment switcher: it is responsible for switching the executing environment between compiling executing and interpreting executing.
Experiments
In order to verify the performance improvements brought by the partial evaluation and hot-trace compilation, we implement this optimization method by Java. The hardware environment is a PC with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1607 0 @ 3.00GHz (4 CPUs), 12G DDRII memory, and 500G disk, and the software environment is Windows7 + JDK1.7.
The comparative experiments include the TreeMatch algorithm optimized by the partial evaluation and the hot-trace compilation (referred to as TreeMatchHotTrace), the original TreeMatch algorithm (referred to as TreeMatchOrigin), and the TreeMatch algorithm only optimized by the partial evaluation (referred to as TreeMatchPartEval). The test data includes three XML benchmark data sets shown in Table 3 . To test the influence of the size of XML document on the performance, there are three kinds of XMark data with different sizes shown in Table 4 . Specific test cases and their results speedups (100%×(the time before optimization − the time after optimization) ∕ the time before optimization) are shown in Table 5 , and the result data of all tests are shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6 (a), (b), and (c) show the comparative results of different test data sets, DBLP, TreeBank, and XMark. For the same test data set, when the number of nodes is larger, especially the number of branch nodes, the improvement of the performance is more obvious. This is shown in Figure 6 (a) Q4 and Q5. For different test data sets, when the depth of the test data is bigger, the improvement of the performance is more obvious. As shown in Table 3 , the average depth of TreeBank dataset is greater than the average depth of DBLP, so the corresponding Figure 6(b) shows that the performance improvement is better than Figure 6 (c). Figure 6(d) is the comparative results of XMark datasets with different sizes. When the size of the XML document is larger, the performance improvement is more obvious. Consequently, the more nodes in the Twig pattern and the greater the size of the queried XML data, the higher the query efficiency given by our optimization method.
Related Work
Twig Query
Bruno et al. proposed the holistic Twig structural join algorithm 1. They proposed the overall tree pattern matching algorithm for the first time and detailed the TwigStack algorithm. The algorithm is divided into two parts: the first part finds all the branches satisfying the query, and the second part combines the branches for composing the final result. The TwigStack algorithm is the best for query patterns that only contain the ancestor-descendant relationship of the Twig query. However, the Twig query containing a parent-child relationship will still produce some useless intermediate results, and regardless of whether the matching nodes constitute the final result, the TwigStack algorithm must traverse all the nodes in the input list. However, the TreeMatch algorithm greatly reduces the generation of intermediate results. [7] . This algorithm does not use complex data structures but is based on a simple queue structure, using an array list structure to preserve the intermediate results. The algorithm is composed of two algorithms: TwigList-Construct and TwigList-Enumerate. The former constructs the queue structure for the Twig pattern, and the latter outputs the final results of the Twig query in the queue. The processing of the TwigList algorithm in time and space complexity is not ideal, especially in the intermediate results.
Lu et al. proposed the TreeMatch algorithm [8] for the parent-child axis, ancestor-descendant axis, wildcards, ordered constraint, and negative-sides constraint. This algorithm sets up a set of nodes in each branch node, which is used to store the results that satisfy the output conditions, and it is one of the best Twig query algorithms. Therefore, this paper is based on the TreeMatch algorithm, which is optimized to further improve the query efficiency.
In addition, there exist some other Twig algorithms, such as MPMGJN, iTwigJoin, TwigFast, and TJFast [9] . In paper [10] , the authors analyse pros and cons of those algorithms. In general, TreeMatch is one of the best algorithms.
Partial Evaluation
In the past ten years, partial evaluation has provided a theoretical basis for program optimization, compilation, interpretation, software automation, and program generation. In addition, partial evaluation also plays a key role in the field of pattern recognition, computer graphics, neurons network training, and answering database queries.
Su et al. developed XML data processing technology based on the XQuery language and proposed a partial evaluation method [11] for XQuery language. According to the features of XQuery, the partial evaluation is divided into two stages: the pre-processing stage and the specialization processing stage. The pre-processing stage uses the sensitivity analysis and binding time analysis to analyse the propagation of variables in the program and the operation of the process in order to set a scope for specialization processing. The specialization processing stage completes automatic specialization of the program to generate a residual program and provide compile-time and run-time support. Through partial evaluation, the XQuery query program can complete query tasks more efficiently.
Bolz et al. improved the performance of dynamic language implementations and proposed a compiler optimization based on partial evaluation [12] . The optimization can be added to a tracing JIT that further removes object allocations and runtime type checks. The core of the optimization is partial evaluation, which performs a form of escape analysis on the traces and makes some objects that are allocated in the trace static, i.e., object allocations do not occur anymore in the optimized trace.
Scholz et al. put forward that partial evaluation has turned into a versatile tool that supports several aspects during compilation, optimization, and code generation [13] . There are three concrete use scenarios: type inference, constraint resolution, and code generation. For example, partial evaluation can help explore the boundary between static and dynamic checking, judge whether an array index is out of bounds, and simplify the code generation process.
Hot-Trace Compilation
Hot-trace compilation is a kind of real-time compilation technology based on hot-trace and has higher accuracy and more flexibility. Another kind of real-time compilation technology is based on the method, which takes the function as the basic unit to carry on the hot spot. The granularity of its detection is bigger and the accuracy is not high, especially when the function is large and the hot code is reduced. Therefore, this paper adopts real-time compilation technology based on trace, otherwise known as hot-trace compilation.
Dynamo 1 was the first compiler to adopt hot-trace compilation. It mainly optimizes the machine code at run time, using the head of the loop body to identify a trail and not creating the actual cycle trail. DynamoRIO [14] is an explanation framework containing traces and partial evaluation, but the traces of DynamoRIO are still at the machine code level, not including senior interpreter level information.
Gal et al. developed the first high performance real-time compiler HotPathVM [15] . The virtual machine detects the bytecode executed frequently, translates it into SSA (Static Single Assignment) as the intermediate representation to find a hot-trace, and then translates it into machine code. In this paper, the Twig query machine instruction is used as the intermediate code, which will be translated into the Java bytecode after finding the hot-trace.
Bebenita et al. proposed a hot-trace compiler SPUR [8] for Microsoft's Common Intermediate Language CIL (a stack based intermediate language with support for object-oriented features such as interface, inheritance, virtual dispatch, value types, pointers to object fields and locals on the runtime stack, and method pointers). SPUR also harnesses runtime information, such as indirect jump and call targets, dynamic type specialization, and unroll loops. SPUR ensures that working on CIL enables hot-trace compiler optimizations for any program compiled to this platform.
Vandercammen et al. proposed a formal framework based analysis of hot-trace compilation [16] . The framework facilitates the design and implementation of the hot-trace compiler and its accompanying dynamic analyses by decoupling the tracing, optimization, and interpretation processes. The framework formalizes the tracer and interpreter as two abstract state machines that communicate through an interface. Therefore, developing a hot-trace compiler becomes possible for arbitrary interpreters that implement this interface.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a novel optimization method for the TreeMatch algorithm. We firstly use partial evaluation to eliminate repeated computations and unfold recursive calls in the core operation getNext of TreeMatch and generate an effective intermediate program. The intermediate program is a Twig query machine instruction sequence. Secondly, to improve the execution efficiency of the Twig query machine instruction sequence, we use the hot-trace compilation approach to execute these instructions, causing frequently used instructions in the sequence to be executed in compilation style and other parts of the sequence to be executed in interpretation style. Finally, the experiments show that the performance of the TreeMatch algorithm optimized via partial evaluation and hot-trace compilation is improved considerably. Additionally, the more complex the Twig pattern, the greater the improvement of program performance.
